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Research 

A quiet revolution is taking place in the entertainment industry particularly in TV channels. Epic shows in prime time are 
getting eyeballs and sponsors. Now an Epic only General Entertainment Channel(GEC) airs country's history, folklore, and 
mythology. Waiting in the pipeline are Buddha to be aired on Zee TV and Mahabharat on Star Plus. Another reason behind the 
return of epic shows is that the epic genre has an unlikely link in Satyamev Jayate, which took a new look at social issues. With 
Television's seepage into smaller towns, TV viewing is getting inclusive. An epic show works right from the cast to the set to 
storytelling. The rising power of women has also been recognized now and marketing departments of companies or TV channels 
are bent on trying to keep them engaged. It is not just women viewers of TV channels or consumers. It has men with feminine 
outlooks also are responding positively thereby increasing the size of potential audience. Women are more prone to negative 
emotions such as fear, tension, or distress within a marketing campaign but these TV serials (soaps) are arousing positive 
emotions like enthusiasm, real life actions and enjoyment. This has profound implications for marketers creating campaigns that 
drive dissonance and encourage product trial. For example, a campaign that reassures and builds trust is more likely to be 
successful with women than men. Similarly, a campaign that emphasizes energy and achievement is more likely to be effective with 
men.

Although most societies retain disparate expectations of men and women, the model for women in India is unique in its 
complexity, tenacity, and pervasiveness. They try hard to counter negative preconceptions about their competence or commitment 
and it can drive them to overcompensate. They continue to grapple with a set of pulls and pushes when it comes to work, or 
homelife. Attention to these aspects will require companies to adopt a sensitized nuanced approach towards convincing them. The 
TV soaps show women as increasingly independent, assertive and professional. Men, on the contrary, are caring, emotionally 
mature and group-oriented. The study seeks to ask what can be the drivers for marketing shows to women who have time to spare 
and can be a loyal coterie. We find that women are more interested in building long-lasting relationships and this is mirrored in 
their view of brand relationships. They are not interested in pure transactions as much as they want a symbiotic relationship. 
Marketers therefore must recognise that women may take longer to be convinced and then they are more likely to be loyal. 
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Literature
Cornelius(1996) suggested long back a psycho-physiological matrix consisting of feelings, thinking and action. The last 

one can be a coping mechanism or expressive reaction. There can be sights, sounds too which trigger emotions in women. That in 
turn can give rise to physical  or sensory thoughts.

Emotions go alongwith rational thoughts and on the other side, we have moods that linger on with the feeling 
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Abstract

The paper tries to unearth rising popularity behind women' serials being aired on several TV channels these days.Women 
traditionally have seen roles where men dominated scenes and interests of women were subjugated. Now, with social power and 
consciousness touching the realm, women are inclined towards liberated and self-actualising roles portrayed in serials. There is 
glamour, fashion, and rich settings but those are secondary. The objective of this paper is to find out to what extent women are 
enriching their personal or social lives and how to balance emotions with hard realities of life. The findings indeed corroborate the 
principles as said and today's womanhood sees more emancipated and liberated roles at least marginally if not completely.The 
research raises issues of social and family tensions, imbroglios and twists and turns of life that shape human aspirations and 
frailties. Future research can further highlight issues that arise in tandem with changing social dynamics.




